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ABSTRACT5
We investigate the complex behavior of energy- and frequency-dependent time/phase lags in the6
plateau state and the radio-quiet hard (χ) state of GRS 1915+105. In our timing analysis, we find7
that when the source is faint in the radio, QPOs are observed above 2 Hz and typically exhibit soft lags8
(soft photons lag hard photons), whereas QPOs in the radio-bright plateau state are found below 2.29
Hz and consistently show hard lags. The phase lag at the QPO frequency is strongly anti-correlated10
with the QPO frequency, changing sign at 2.2 Hz. However, the phase lag at the frequency of the first11
harmonic is positive and nearly independent of frequency at at ∼ 0.172 rad, regardless of the radio12
emission. The lag-energy dependence at the first harmonic is also independent of radio flux. However,13
the lags at the QPO frequency are negative at all energies during the radio-quiet state, but lags at14
the QPO frequency during the plateau state are positive at all energies and show a ‘reflection-type’15
evolution of the lag-energy spectra with respect to the radio-quiet state. The lag-energy dependence16
is roughly logarithmic, but there is some evidence for a break around 4 − 6 keV. Finally, the Fourier17
frequency-dependent phase lag spectra are fairly flat during the plateau state, but increase from18
negative to positive during the radio-quiet state. We discuss the implications of our results in the19
light of some generic models.20
Subject headings: accretion, accretion disks — black hole physics — X-rays: observations — X-rays:21
binaries — X-rays: individual: GRS 1915+10522
1. INTRODUCTION23
More than 20 years have passed since the discovery24
of the Galactic black hole X-ray binary GRS 1915+105,25
yet this well-studied black hole continues to reveal26
new physical insights into the phenomenon of black27
hole accretion. Apart from its extraordinary activities28
(like superluminal motion of jets) in the radio and in-29
frared, it exhibits diverse X-ray variability patterns (e.g.,30
Greiner et al. 1998; Belloni et al. 2000; Klein-Wolt et al.31
2002; Hannikainen et al. 2005), in their light curves and32
color-color diagrams. Each of these variability pattern33
can be decomposed into three basic states: a low lumi-34
nosity, spectrally hard state (dominated by non-thermal35
emission) with a disappeared inner accretion disk (state36
C), a high luminosity, spectrally soft state (dominated37
by the disk blackbody) with an inner disk extending to38
the innermost stable circular orbit (state B), and a low39
luminosity, spectrally soft state with spectrum similar to40
the high-soft state (state A). There is no clear relation-41
ship between these A, B, and C states and the canonical42
states of black hole binaries (e.g. van Oers et al. 2010),43
although Reig et al. (2003) noted that all three of these44
states show some similarities to the Very High State.45
Among different variability classes, the closest ana-46
log to the canonical black hole “low hard state” (LHS)47
is the χ class, which is found exclusively in state C48
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(Belloni et al. 2000). This analogy is somewhat compli-49
cated by the diversity of spectrally hard states in GRS50
1915+105. Pooley & Fender (1997) and Fender et al.51
(1999) discovered that while some spectrally hard states52
are relatively radio faint, other states, which they called53
“plateau” states, are associated with bright, steady radio54
emission at 15 GHz (see also Foster et al. 1996; Harmon55
1997 for earlier discussions of plateaus). As described by56
van Oers et al. (2010) and references therein, the plateau57
state has historically arisen on time scales of days, ap-58
pearing after sharp decreases and increases in the X-ray59
flux and radio flux density, respectively. A typical value60
of the plateau-state radio flux density is ∼ 50− 100 mJy61
(Fender et al. 1999; Figure 1).62
The diversity of these spectral states is also reflected63
in their X-ray emission: the χ state itself has subclasses,64
called χ1 − χ4, which were first identified as distinct,65
long instances of the C state (Belloni et al. 2000). In66
this classification, the χ1 and χ3 states, which are typ-67
ically brighter and softer than χ2 and χ4, happened to68
coincide with the radio plateau states. For this reason,69
we will refer to the radio-bright, X-ray bright χ states70
as plateau states, and their radio-faint analogs as the71
“radio-quiet χ state” for the rest of the paper. Again,72
neither of these states is the same as the canonical black73
hole LHS. For example, as detailed by van Oers et al.74
(2010), plateau states have a characteristic luminosity75
comparable to the Eddington limit (LEdd) and steeper76
spectra (Γ ∼ 1.8 − 2.5; Fender & Belloni 2004 and ref-77
erences therein), relative to the canonical LHS (with78
Γ ∼ 1.5-1.7 and L . 0.1LEdd).79
In timing studies, the χ state is known to exhibit strong80
broadband noise and 0.1 − 10 Hz QPOs, which exhibit81
particularly complex time and phase dependence. For ex-82
ample, Reig et al. (2000) found a strong anti-correlation83
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Fig. 1.— Left: One-day average 2 − 12 keV X-ray lightcurve of
GRS 1915+105 from the RXTE All-Sky Monitor (ASM, top) and
15 GHz radio flux from the Ryle telescope. Right: the relation
between ASM count rate and radio flux density. In both panels,
radio-quiet χ states are shown as crosses, plateau states are shown
as empty circles, and steep power law/hard intermediate states
(SPL/HIMS) are shown as triangles.
between the QPO frequency and phase lags, such that84
the lag actually switches from positive to negative for85
QPOs around 2 Hz (see also Lin et al. 2000a). Because86
the negative lags were also associated with the highest87
count rates and the softest spectra, the authors argued88
that the timing behavior could possibly be explained by89
the presence of an optically thick scattering medium and90
a geometrically thick disk. Muno et al. (2001) demon-91
strated that the QPO frequency decreases and contin-92
uum phase lags increase (from negative to positive) with93
increasing radio flux; the radio optical depth also ap-94
pears to play a role in these relationships. However,95
it is not clear that a jet origin for QPOs is indicated,96
since the QPO amplitude is not sensitive to the radio97
flux (Yan et al. 2013). In any case, the complex timing98
behavior presents a challenge to models that predict both99
X-ray variability and X-ray spectra (Muno et al. 2001).100
Thus, the relationship between the plateau state and101
the radio-quiet χ state in GRS 1915+105 remains of in-102
terest. How do the relevant accretion processes (and103
the associated spectral and timing properties) change104
with X-ray and radio luminosity? In this work, we ex-105
plore the connections between these states through tim-106
ing and spectra analysis of six radio-quiet χ states and six107
plateau states observed by the Rossi X-ray Timing Ex-108
plorer (RXTE). We focus on the energy- and frequency-109
dependent lags, since these seem most likely to provide110
fruitful insights into the behavior of the accretion flow111
(owing to the radial dependence of both variability time112
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Fig. 2.— Top: RXTE/PCA 2 − 60 keV light curves of example
plateau and radio-quiet χ states. Middle: hardness-intensity dia-
gram. Bottom: color-color diagram. Symbols are as in Figure 1.
Error bars are < 6.5% of the actual data values.
scales and the X-ray spectrum). We find that the lags113
in radio-quiet χ and plateau states have very different114
energy and frequency dependence, although the phase115
lag at the first harmonic appears to be independent of116
state. We discuss our timing results in the context of117
prior results in the literature.118
2. OBSERVATION & DATA ANALYSIS119
The radio/X-ray properties of these states have been120
discussed by many authors, including Trudolyubov121
(2001) and Yadav (2006). As noted above, plateau states122
are associated with strong persistent radio emission of123
typical 15 GHz flux density S15GHz ∼ 50− 100 mJy, and124
are usually bracketed on either side by much brighter125
X-ray states and major radio flares (e.g., Figure 1). In126
contrast, the radio-quiet χ state is observed at both low-127
est observed X-ray flux (10% − 20% of Eddington lu-128
minosity (Vierdayanti et al. 2010)) and lower radio flux129
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TABLE 1
Observations of GRS 1915+105
ν0 QPO0 ν1 QPO1 S15GHz α
Obs ObsID MJD (Hz) RMS (%) Q0 (Hz) RMS (%) Q1 (mJy) (10−2)
h1 K-07-00 50436.78 3.09 ± 0.04 10.4 ± 0.7 6.31 ± 0.08 6.24 ± 0.06 4.51 ± 0.05 4.40 ± 0.09 9.5 ± 0.9 -2.3 ± 0.4
h2 K-10-00 50456.32 2.79 ± 0.03 10.2 ± 0.4 7.97 ± 0.09 5.64 ± 0.08 5.62 ± 0.09 5.64 ± 0.07 5.8 ± 0.4 -1.4 ± 0.2a
h3 K-20-00 50525.04 3.22 ± 0.05 9.46 ± 0.09 7.13 ± 0.09 6.42 ± 0.04 5.4 ± 0.2 4.5 ± 0.2 4.6 ± 0.4 -1.6 ± 0.1a
h4 T-19-00 53214.95 2.09 ± 0.04 13.8 ± 0.6 13.9 ± 0.4 4.14 ± 0.03 4.79 ± 0.02 15.9 ± 0.8 14 ± 3 -2.3 ± 0.2
h5 O-35-00 51081.23 2.43 ± 0.04 12.0 ± 0.6 6.57 ± 0.08 4.88 ± 0.08 6.89 ± 0.07 4.1 ± 0.1 7.4 ± 0.5 -2.1 ± 0.1
h6 Q-09-00 51366.32 2.13 ± 0.06 14.2 ± 0.4 9.2 ± 0.1 4.21 ± 0.03 4.58 ± 0.02 11.7 ± 0.3 16 ± 3 -2.2 ± 0.1
p1 I-25-00 50283.49 1.11 ± 0.03 11.7 ± 0.3 8.5 ± 0.1 2.19 ± 0.03 2.34 ± 0.04 18 ± 1 106 ± 3 13.1 ± 0.7
p2 K-50-00 50735.55 0.83 ± 0.03 10.7 ± 0.3 8.4 ± 0.3 1.65 ± 0.04 3.83 ± 0.06 15.1 ± 0.9 81 ± 5 3.4 ± 0.4
p3 S-50-00 52572.19 0.89 ± 0.04 11.3 ± 0.4 8.7 ± 0.1 1.76 ± 0.04 2.51 ± 0.03 17.5 ± 0.6 158 ± 7 12 ± 1
p4 S-52-00 52587.36 1.39 ± 0.02 11.9 ± 0.3 9.86 ± 0.02 2.74 ± 0.02 2.82 ± 0.02 13.7 ± 0.5 112 ± 7 3.5 ± 0.4
p5 N-10-00 54567.31 1.59 ± 0.03 12.4 ± 0.8 8.8 ± 0.6 3.14 ± 0.06 1.52 ± 0.07 18.4 ± 0.8 · · · 10 ± 1a
p6 O-20-00 50957.35 0.71 ± 0.02 9.5 ± 0.4 8.6 ± 0.3 1.39 ± 0.03 3.02 ± 0.08 19 ± 1 · · · 9 ± 2
Note. — Observation details of radio-quiet χ state (h1 to h6) and plateau state (p1 to p6) in GRS 1915+105. Following Belloni et al. (2000);
Klein-Wolt et al. (2002), the letters I, K, N, O, Q, S, and T stand for 10408-01, 20402-01, 30402-01, 30703-01, 40403-01, 70702-01, and 90701-01. ν,
QPO RMS, and Q are the frequency, fractional RMS variability, and quality factor of the QPOs (with the fundamental QPO and its first harmonic
indicated by subscripts 0 and 1, respectively). S15GHz is the Ryle telescope flux density at 15.2 GHz. α is the best fit slope of the time lag as a
function of log(energy).
a For this observation, an F -test indicates that at > 99% confidence, the lag versus log(energy) is better described with a broken log-linear law
than a single log-linear law. The break is in the 4 − 6 keV region (see also Figure 10 of Kotov et al. 2001).
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Fig. 3.— Example RMS normalized and Poisson noise subtracted PDS in the frequency range 0.02−30 Hz are shown for radio-quiet χ
states (left) and plateau states (right). The fitted models (dashed lines) are broken power laws plus Lorentzians for the QPOs and their
harmonics.
from which the transition to the spectrally soft state of130
GRS 1915+105 is rather slow. The source remains sta-131
ble in the plateau state for 5−20 days while it remains132
stable for a few months during radio-quiet χ state. The133
two states are simple to distinguish in the radio/X-ray134
correlation shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1.135
Based on these selection criteria, we choose our 12 ob-136
servations from long, steady hard intervals seen by RXTE137
between 1996 and 2008 that are easily identifiable as χ138
states (see Table 1 for details). We restrict our attention139
to PCU2, since it is reliably on during all observations140
and is best calibrated. For each observation, we extract141
1 s background-subtracted light curves in the A ≡ 2− 5142
keV, B ≡ 5 − 13 keV, and C ≡ 13 − 60 keV bands.143
We define a hard color as the ratio of the count rates144
in the C and A bands, and a soft color as the ratio of145
the count rates in the B and A bands. Example 2 − 60146
keV lightcurves, hardness-intensity diagrams, and color-147
color diagrams are shown in Figure 2. In order to check148
whether their distinct characteristics are derived from149
different physical processes, we also extract X-ray spec-150
tra and power spectra. Since the X-ray spectra are gen-151
erally consistent with previous work, we focus here on152
the timing properties.153
3. TIMING ANALYSIS154
For our timing analysis, we extract 2.0 − 13.0 keV155
RXTE Proportional Counter Array (PCA) light curves156
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from the 8 ms binned data, divide each observation into157
16 s segments and calculate the power density spectrum158
(PDS) of each segment. As we are interested in low-159
frequency QPOs, we use 1/128 s time resolution so that160
the Nyquist frequency of each segment is 64 Hz for all161
observations. To attenuate noise, we compute and sub-162
tract the contribution of photon counting noise (for the163
low frequencies considered here, no dead time correc-164
tion is necessary). Each PDS is normalized such that165
its integral gives the squared fractional rms variability166
(Belloni & Hasinger 1990). The power spectra are then167
averaged together to produce one power spectrum for168
each observation.169
We also calculate phase lags, time lags, and coherence170
functions (see Nowak et al. 1999a,b; Vaughan & Nowak171
1997; Bendat & Piersol 1986). We measure frequency-172
dependent phase/time lags between the 2.1 − 5.8 keV173
and 6.3− 8.4 keV bands at 0.25 Hz frequency resolution.174
For the energy-dependent time lags and coherences, our175
reference band is typically around 3− 4 keV, and we ig-176
nore bins above 19 keV due to poor counting statistics.177
We limit this analysis to 0.1 − 7 Hz, as all our QPOs178
and their harmonics lie within this region, and because179
systematic errors and binning effects become significant180
below 0.1 Hz and above 10 Hz, respectively (Crary et al.181
1998). Our coherence functions are very similar for the182
plateau state and the radio-quiet states (& 0.7, decreas-183
ing slowly with energy), so we will not consider them184
further.185
3.1. Power Spectra186
The resulting power spectra are shown in Figure 3.187
In all cases a band-limited noise component (BLN) is188
present, together with a strong QPO and its harmonic.189
We find that a model consisting of a broken power law190
representing the BLN, plus two Lorentzian peaks for the191
QPOs, can fit all PDS well (the model components are192
also shown in Figure 3). Using fitted parameters, we193
calculate the fractional RMS and the quality factor of194
each QPO and its harmonics (see Table 1).195
During both states, our power density spectra are char-196
acterized by a flat power law below the QPO frequency197
(Γ1 = 0.13−0.32) and a steep power law above the QPO198
frequency (Γ2 = 2.4−3.3). Γ1 tends to increase with in-199
creasing QPO frequency, which is consistent with earlier200
results (Reig et al. 2000). The only apparent difference201
between the PDS is that the QPO fundamental frequency202
is below 2 Hz during our plateau states and above 2 Hz203
during the radio-quiet χ states. Muno et al. (2001) re-204
ported an anticorrelation between QPO frequency and205
radio flux and a strong positive correlation between QPO206
frequency and X-ray flux. Since our plateau states have207
both brighter radio emission and brighter X-ray emission,208
this could indicate that the radio properties are relatively209
more important in determining the timing properties.210
3.2. Phase Lags and Time Lags211
Following the focus of previous work (e.g. Reig et al.212
2000), we show the phase lag at the QPO frequency as213
a function of QPO frequency in the top panel of Fig-214
ure 4. Apparent is the correlation noted above, i.e. a215
lag that decreases with QPO frequency, switching from216
hard to soft around a frequency of ∼ 2.2 Hz. Remark-217
ably, however, the phase lags at the frequency of the first218
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Fig. 4.— Phase lag at the QPO frequency (top) and at the fre-
quency of the first harmonic (bottom), as a function of QPO fre-
quency and first harmonic frequency, respectively. Lags are calcu-
lated for the 6.3−8.4 keV band relative to the 2.1−5.8 keV band.
In both panels, plateau states are plotted as empty circles while
radio-quiet χ states are plotted as solid circles. The phase lag at
the fundamental frequency can be fitted with a straight line that
intercepts the X-axis at 2.2 Hz. For the first harmonic, the lags
are well-described by a constant.
harmonic are (1) always positive and (2) apparently con-219
stant at φk ∼ 0.172 rad. In contrast, Reig et al. (2000)220
found that the phase lag at the frequency of the nth har-221
monic changed from positive to negative around 2n Hz.222
This difference may be due to our use of different energy223
bands, but we shall return to this result in Section 4.224
The phase lags at the QPO frequencies demonstrate225
some common process between the plateau state and the226
radio-quiet state, but the energy-dependent lags (Figures227
5 and 6) reveal significant differences. While the radio-228
quiet χ states show (mostly) negative time lags that de-229
crease with energy, the plateau states show (mostly) pos-230
itive lags that increase with energy. The harmonics, how-231
ever, have very similar lag spectra, which is particularly232
interesting in light of the lag-frequency dependence in233
Figure 4. In most cases, the time lags appear to be linear234
in log(energy). Stee Table 1 for slopes of the log-linear235
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Fig. 5.— Energy-dependent time lags in the radio-quiet χ state (top two rows) and the plateau state (bottom two rows) of GRS 1915+105.
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fits. It is notable that in two radio-quiet χ states (h2, h3)236
and two plateau states (p1 harmonic, p5 fundamental),237
the lags are better described with a ∼ 4 − 6 keV break238
at > 99% confidence (see also Kotov et al. 2001).239
We also find differences between the plateau state and240
radio-quiet χ state in the frequency-dependent lags (see241
examples in Figure 7). During the plateau states, the242
frequency-dependent phase lags are roughly constant (es-243
pecially at low frequency) at some positive value. But244
during the radio-quiet χ state, the lags are negative (i.e.,245
soft) at low frequency and change to positive at a fre-246
quency that lies between the QPO and its harmonic. A247
dip-like feature centered on the QPO frequency is also248
apparent, above which the lag increases sharply. This249
dip-rise pattern (i.e. negative and positive lags in the250
QPO and harmonic, respectively) was also reported by251
Lin et al. (2000a), but is not present in the plateau state.252
Overall, our lag-frequency spectra are comparable to253
the examples given in Figure 4 of Muno et al. (2001): in254
the radio-quiet χ state, the lag is a generally-increasing255
function of frequency, but appears to be flatter during256
the plateau state. Our plateau state phase lag-frequency257
spectra are also comparable to those of Reig et al. (2000).258
However, our results on the energy dependence of the259
lags and at the QPO frequency and at the first har-260
monic frequency confirms the complicated relationship261
between the timing properties, spectral properties, and262
physical properties of these states. Muno et al. (2001)263
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showed that the continuum phase lags are sensitive to264
the X-ray flux, the radio flux, and the radio spectral265
index. Based on a comparison of Muno et al. (2001)266
and Reig et al. (2000) and our present results, we sug-267
gest that the shape of the lag spectra may exhibit sim-268
ilar dependences. Clearly a comprehensive analysis of269
the energy-dependent and frequency-dependent lag spec-270
tra is merited to determine precisely how the disk, the271
corona, and the jet contribute to the X-ray variability in272
the plateau states and the radio-quiet χ states.273
4. DISCUSSION274
In this paper, we have reported on some of the complex275
and detailed timing differences between the radio-quiet χ276
state and the plateau state of GRS 1915+105. We have277
focused on a comparison of phase lags at the QPO fre-278
quency and the energy- and frequency-dependent phase279
and time lags, which to date have not been completely280
explored. We confirm the result of Reig et al. (2000) that281
the phase lag at the QPO frequency decreases with QPO282
frequency and becomes negative around 2.2 Hz. How-283
ever, where Reig et al. (2000) found similar results at284
the frequencies of the first, second, and third harmonic,285
we find a positive and roughly constant harmonic lag286
for all observations. And while our Fourier frequency-287
dependent phase lags are comparable to previous results288
in the literature (Reig et al. 2000; Muno et al. 2001), our289
energy-dependent lags indicate a complicated relation-290
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Fig. 7.— Time lag of the variability in the 6.3−8.4 keV band with respect to the variability in 2.1−5.8 keV band as a function of Fourier
frequency during observations of GRS 1915+105 in the radio-quiet χ state (top row) and the plateau state (bottom row). In all panels,
QPO frequencies are shown by dotted vertical lines.
ship between the QPOs, their lags, and the radio/X-ray291
properties of the black hole. For example, the lags at the292
QPO frequence increase and decrease with energy in the293
plateau states and radio-quiet χ states, respectively, but294
both states exhibit very similar lag-energy spectra at the295
frequency of the first harmonic.296
The phenomenology of QPOs, lags, and accre-297
tion states in black hole X-ray binaries is enor-298
mously complex (Morgan et al. 1997; Cui 1999;299
Chakrabarti & Manickam 2000). As noted above, some300
studies of 0.5 − 10 Hz QPOs in GRS 1915+105 (e.g.301
Lin et al. 2000a; Reig et al. 2000) have found that the302
lags of these QPOs change sign (from hard to soft)303
as the QPO frequency increases above 2 Hz; some of304
this phase lag may be due to variation of the QPO305
frequency with energy (Qu et al. 2010). The harmonics306
also exhibit interesting behavior: Cui (1999) found that307
for the 67 mHz QPO, the first and third harmonics308
exhibited hard lags, while the fundamental and the309
second harmonic displayed smaller soft lags. Qu et al.310
(2010) classified the QPOs into three types: (1) the311
0.5−2 Hz QPOs, whose phase lags at the fundamental312
and first harmonic are both positive; (2) the 2−4.5 Hz313
QPOs, whose phase lags are negative and positive at the314
fundamental and first harmonic, respectively; and (3)315
the 4.5−10 Hz QPOs, which show negative phase lags316
at both frequencies (Lin et al. 2000a; Reig et al. 2000).317
Similarly complex timing behavior has been observed in318
XTE J1550−564 (Cui et al. 2000).319
Part of the specific difficulty in our effort to compare320
the radio-quiet χ state and plateau state is related to the321
numerous connections between physical, spectral, and322
timing parameters of the accretion flow. Most of our323
specific conclusions are drawn from this work, Reig et al.324
(2000), and Muno et al. (2001). Here we outline these325
relationships as we see them at present:326
1. Historically, the QPO frequency is correlated with327
the X-ray flux and anti-correlated with spectral328
hardness and radio flux; there may be an additional329
dependence on radio spectral index. Since we have330
discovered some X-ray faint, radio quiet observa-331
tions with higher QPO frequencies than some X-332
ray bright, radio bright observations, the QPO fre-333
quency may actually be more sensitive to the radio334
flux than the X-ray flux.335
2. The phase lag at the QPO frequency is tightly anti-336
correlated with the QPO frequency. This relation337
holds over a range of radio/X-ray fluxes and may338
be independent of the radio and spectral properties339
of the accretion flow.340
3. The phase lag at the first harmonic is a constant,341
positive function of its frequency, regardless of342
state. The apparent differences with the anticor-343
relation reported by Reig et al. (2000) may be due344
to our use of different energy bands, but a more345
thorough analysis of the lags at the fundamental346
and harmonic in both states is in order.347
4. Phase lags may not be a simple function of the348
accretion geometry as would be determined from349
spectral fitting. Some complexity is required in350
a model-independent way by the variable lag at351
the QPO frequency and the constant phase lag at352
the first harmonic. A deeper understanding of the353
physical origin of QPOs and their harmonics may354
be necessary to resolve this difference.355
5. The connection between the QPO and the har-356
monic is highlighted by the diversity of lag-357
frequency spectra (this work; Reig et al. 2000;358
Muno et al. 2001). Radio-quiet χ states show a359
sharp change in lag around the QPO, while the360
plateau states do not. Are these differences also361
related to variations in the X-ray or radio fluxes or362
spectral shapes?363
6. The energy-dependent lag also appears to be a364
function of multiple parameters. Reig et al. (2000)365
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shows that the slope of this curve depends on the366
frequency of the QPO. But where they show a flat367
lag-vs-energy curve for a 2.3 Hz QPO in the plateau368
state, we have a steeply declining curve for a 2.4369
Hz QPO in the radio-quiet χ state, Again, it is im-370
portant to measure the dependence of this timing371
property on the X-ray and radio behavior of the372
source.373
7. During the plateau state, the broadband noise,374
QPO, and harmonic have similar lags, and the375
QPO and harmonic have similar lag-energy spec-376
tra. This suggests the possibility of a common ra-377
diation/variability mechanism, and should be ex-378
plored further.379
4.1. Implication of hard lag and soft lag in the light of380
some generic models381
Several efforts have been made to explain hard and soft382
lag observed in GRS 1915+105 and canonical low hard383
state of a few more BHXBs. For interpreting the hard384
lag, ‘sphere + disk’ Comptonization model (Nowak et al.385
1999b) is used frequently which assume the Comptoniza-386
tion of soft, seed photons from the inner disk by a spher-387
ical, hot electron plasma, called ‘corona’. Although this388
model qualitatively explain the shape of phase lag spec-389
tra, in terms of light travel time, the observed lag time-390
scale of radio-quiet χ state and plateau state (up to ∼100391
ms) from our analysis requires the corona size up to thou-392
sand gravitational radii which is non-physical. Similarly,393
reflection of Comptonized photons from the disk or re-394
verberation lags has been invoked to explain both hard395
and soft lags for Active Galactic Nuclei (Tripathi et al.396
2011; Wilkins & Fabian 2013). Depending upon plasma397
optical depth and temperature gradient in Comptonizing398
region, Reig et al. (2000) proposed two different mecha-399
nisms of Compton scattering which leads to Comptoniza-400
tion delays that may also give rise to hard and soft lags.401
soft lag due to Comptonization delays is also explained402
by a Compton up-scattering model (Lee, Misra & Taam403
2001), where oscillations in plasma temperature is re-404
sponded by the variation in the Wien blackbody tem-405
perature of the soft seed photons. These lags are due to406
light travel time effects and are of the order of the light407
crossing time of the system. Thus simple reflection or408
Comptonization delays cannot account for observed lag409
time-scales.410
Lags that are much longer than the expected light-411
crossing times are also seen in the hard states of412
BHXBs (e.g. Nowak et al. 1999b; Pottschmidt et al.413
2003; Uttley et al. 2011), where in the 3-20 keV range,414
harder energies always lag softer energies, unlike the lags415
seen here in the GRS 1915+105 QPOs. The currently416
favored interpretation of these canonical hard-state lags417
are that they are associated with inward propagation of418
mass accretion fluctuations through the accretion flow,419
where the harder emission is assumed to originate at420
smaller radii (Kotov et al. 2001; Are´valo & Uttley 2006).421
Recently, Uttley et al. (2011) found that at frequencies422
below ∼1 Hz there is a sharp downturn in the lag-energy423
spectrum below ∼ 2 keV, where the accretion disk black-424
body emission appears in the time-averaged spectrum,425
i.e., the variations in disk photons significantly lead those426
of the power law photons by a few tenths of a second.427
This result strongly supports the propagating fluctua-428
tions idea, implying that the lags are produced by fluc-429
tuations in the accretion flow that start out in the black-430
body emitting disk. At frequencies above 1 Hz, the lag431
behavior switches around, such that the disk photons432
start to lag the harder, power law photons, with lags of433
a few ms (which Uttley et al. 2011 interpret in terms of434
the X-ray heating of the disk by the power law, with lags435
now comparable to the light-crossing time between the436
power law emission component and the disk).437
It is interesting to consider whether the same model438
could explain the QPO lags observed here, where we also439
find evidence for a switch in the lag behavior (above∼ 2.2440
Hz) and most notably, a possible break in the lag-energy441
dependence at lower energies (below ∼ 4 − 6 keV of at442
least one observation, which may correspond to the hot-443
ter disk expected in these higher-luminosity states). Al-444
though no detailed models have been proposed for QPOs445
generated by a fluctuating accretion flow, it is natural446
to suppose that a QPO would be produced on a spe-447
cific time-scale if an instability occurs at a particular448
disk radius or narrow range of radii. However, although449
this picture is superficially attractive, we do not favor450
it here because the QPO behavior in GRS 1915+105451
shows a distinct difference from that seen in hard state452
BHXRBs, in that at high QPO frequencies the sign of the453
lag-energy dependence changes from hard to soft when454
measured between all energies that we can probe. In455
contrast, Uttley et al. (2011) found that only the sign of456
the lags in the softest energies changed relative to the en-457
ergies above 2 keV, but when measured between a pair458
of energies above ∼ 2 keV, the hard lags persisted. In459
the canonical hard states the change in lag-energy cor-460
responds to a ‘pivoting’ of the downturn to an upturn461
around an energy of ∼ 2 keV, whereas we observe some-462
thing more like a ‘reflection’ of the lag-energy spectrum463
seen at low frequencies.464
This ‘reflection’ type evolution of the lag-energy spec-465
trum is significant, because it suggests that, rather than466
representing a distinct change in the underlying phys-467
ical mechanism causing the QPO lags, the change at468
∼ 2.2 Hz is more like a simple ‘phase rotation’ of the469
same underlying mechanism. We do not yet have a de-470
tailed physical model that can explain this lag-energy471
behavior, but we note that it is highly suggestive that472
any viable model must involve some sort of rotational473
effect, i.e., a rotation of the emitting region structure474
leading to a change in the phase offset of soft and hard475
photons, rather than a change in hard vs. soft emissiv-476
ity profile to explain the lags and their evolution with477
QPO frequency. More detailed study is required, but we478
note that one model which could potentially satisfy this479
requirement is the Lense-Thirring precession model for480
the QPOs (Ingram et al. 2009), where the QPO is inter-481
preted in terms of precession of the inner hot flow around482
the spin axis of the black hole.483
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